
Porsche 997 Turbo H3 Led Bulbs Installation 

Instructions 

Thank you for purchasing your 997 Turbo H3 Led Bulbs  below you will find installation instructions to 

help you complete the installation.  

Tools Needed 

Long Nose Pliers,  

Safety precautions 

 

Safety must be your priority if you don’t have a proper floor jack and jack stands please have your 

product installed by a qualified technician. When raising the vehicle from the floor please use a quality 

jack and jack stands, please jack on the car jacking points, please refer to your owner’s manual for more 

details on location of the jacking points.  Remember to secure your vehicle with jack stands.  

 

I will refer to one side only, please repeat the same procedure for the other side.  

Step 1- The fog light bulbs can be accessed by removing a cover that is located underneath your bumper 

right below the fog lamp. Remove the cover by turning it please follow the arrow on the cover for the 

proper direction for removal, you might need a pair of pliers to turn the cover.   

Step 2- You now have access to the fog light bulb carrier, the carrier needs to be rotated in order for the 

carrier to come down, take a pair of long nose pliers rotate the carrier to the left or right and pull it 

down . 

Step 4- Install the Led Bulb in the carrier.  



  

Step 5- Connect the wires to the led bulb and carrier, you must reverse the wires in order for the led 

bulb to work, led is reverse polarity. On the factory bulb the red wire was connected to the lead of the 

bulb it must now be connected to the ground on the carrier, once again the red wire to the ground of 

the carrier, the black wire must be connected to the lead of the led bulb.  



 

Step 6- Install the carrier inside the fog light housing , this requires patience as there’s not much room to 

work with, remember that you had to turn the carrier to remove it, the same applies to install it. Once 

the carrier is secured install the cover. Repeat for the other side.  

 

Congrats you’re done Enjoy.  

Questions?  Please e-mail us at sales@maxspeed-motorsports.com  
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